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Abstract

Peer-to-peer (P2P) applications have recently attracted
a large number of Internet users. Traditional P2P systems
however, suffer from inefficiency due to lack of information
from the underlay, i.e. the physical network. Although there
is a plethora of research on underlay awareness, this aspect
of P2P systems is still not clearly structured. In this paper,
we provide a taxonomical survey that outlines the different
steps for achieving underlay awareness. The main contri-
bution of this paper is presenting a clear picture of what
underlay awareness is and how it can be used to build next
generation P2P systems. Impacts of underlay awareness
and open research issues are also discussed.

1 Introduction
Peer-to-peer (P2P) has lately become a rather surpris-

ing Internet paradox. On the one hand, P2P is the most
cited reason for upgrading to broadband Internet connection
[22]. On the other hand, this traffic has created extra costs
for Internet Service Providers (ISPs) due to increased inter-
domain traffic and new challenges in traffic management.
P2P is a large-scale distributed resource sharing paradigm
that leads to enormous amounts of traffic reaching up to
70% of total Internet traffic [27]. Also, due to the distri-
bution of shared content all over the world, P2P traffic is
plagued by inter-AS (Autonomous System) traffic nature.
Thereby creating large but avoidable costs for ISPs [1].

Underlay awareness is defined as the collection and us-
age of underlay information in a way to enhance various
performance aspects of P2P systems. Without underlay
awareness, guaranteed Quality of Service (QoS) is difficult
to achieve. This also results in routing inefficiency, larger
overheads, bottlenecks, and longer waiting times even for
non P2P traffic. Moreover, inter-AS traffic increases, in-
creasing costs for ISPs.

Currently, underlay information is rarely used in most
popular P2P systems. In [1], Aggarwal et al. show that

1This work was funded by the Federal Ministry of Education and Re-
search of the Federal Republic of Germany (support code 01 BK 0806,
G-Lab). The authors alone are responsible for the content of this paper.

only less than 5% of peers in the Gnutella network choose
neighbors from their own AS.

From the user’s point of view, underlay awareness rep-
resents an improvement in search and download times. In
addition, ISPs are increasingly limiting bandwidth of some
P2P applications because of higher costs inflicted by this
traffic. By using underlay aware P2P systems, there will no
longer be the need for ISPs to resort to such extreme mea-
sures. Thus, underlay aware P2P systems are ISP-friendly
and allow for better QoS.

The literature on underlay awareness in P2P is not new,
however it lacks the big-picture point of view. We propose
the first survey that considers studies on underlay awareness
and classifies them according to two parameters: techniques
used for underlay information collection, and usage of this
information for building the P2P overlay network.

Hence, the contribution of this paper is threefold: we
present a survey of collection and usage of underlay infor-
mation with discussion on the different approaches and de-
signs, we propose a taxonomy on how underlay information
is collected; and finally, we discuss the impacts underlay
awareness has on the Internet.

The paper is structured as follows, Section 2 presents an
overview of underlay awareness in P2P systems. Section
3 explains the methods used to collect underlay informa-
tion. The usage of this information is discussed in Section
4. Section 5 outlines the impacts as well as benefits under-
lay awareness has on the Internet. Section 6 marks some
common challenges for underlay awareness. Finally, we
conclude this paper in Section 7 and discuss open issues.

2 Underlay Awareness
The underlay is defined as the substrate on which the

overlay resides. Therefore, the underlay abstracts the phys-
ical, Medium Access Control (MAC), network and trans-
port layers. When we talk about underlay awareness, we
talk about parameters through which the underlay affects
the overlay. These parameters, or information, are: ISP-
Location, Latency, Geolocation, and Peer Resources. Thus,
we define underlay awareness as the collection and usage
of underlay information to enhance the performance of P2P
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systems. Collection of underlay information is performed
by measuring, calculating and estimating various parame-
ters of the underlay. The collected information is used by
the P2P system to build, update and manage its overlay.

It is worth noting that different applications have differ-
ent QoS requirements, and thus make use of different under-
lay information to enhance their performance. For exam-
ple, to reduce ISP costs, more locality of traffic is induced
through the use of ISP-location information. To enhance the
performance of real time communication, latency between
direct neighbors in the overlay should be minimized, and so
forth.

We now discuss these ideas in more details for different
underlay information.

2.1 ISP-location Awareness

ISP-location is the identification of the ISP through
which a peer connects to the Internet. ISP-location aware-
ness has attracted a lot of research mainly because of the
huge costs inflicted by P2P traffic on ISPs. These costs are
avoidable especially because of locality correlated users’
searches, whose desired contents are located in the proxim-
ity [25] [18] [24]. ISP-location awareness in P2P systems
will result in more locality of traffic. Moreover, Inter-AS
costs and traffic problems due to congestion and jitter will
make ISPs more interested in keeping P2P traffic in their
own networks. It is also beneficial for the user, since the
user’s quality of experience will improve even for non-P2P
traffic.

Figure 1. Hierarchy in the Internet. The solid
arrows indicate monetary flow, solid lines
between ISPs are peer connections and the
dashed ones are transit connections [32]

In order to emphasize the impact locality of traffic has
on the efficiency of the Internet, we provide here a brief
overview about its structure. Roughly speaking, the Internet
is built on two types of ISPs: Local ISPs that provide con-
nectivity services in limited geographical areas, and Transit
ISPs that act on a global plane and supply connectivity be-
tween local ISPs. Data flow is not free and inter-AS traffic
must be paid for. Thus ISPs are ordered in a hierarchy as

shown in Figure 1. Transit ISPs charge local ISPs for us-
ing the transit links based on the peak rate measured using
samples over a months’ time [24].

As illustrated in Figure 2, transit traffic costs per Mbps
are almost fixed resulting in a proportional increase of costs
with more traffic. This leads to high costs due to P2P activ-
ity. However, between local or so-called peering ISPs, the
cost is just that of maintaining the direct link between the
two ISPs and is therefore constant. This results in a cost per
Mbps that is inversely proportional to the total exchanged
traffic.

Therefore, benefit of locality of traffic is twofold: ISPs
need to use their transit links less since local peers are pre-
ferred by the system, and ISPs are motivated to make more
peering agreements with other closely located ISPs. The
shift of traffic from transit to peering links due to locality of
traffic means that increased P2P traffic does not inflict any
additional costs on the ISP.

Figure 2. Costs relations [24]

2.2 Latency Awareness
Latency connotes the time it takes for a packet or stream

to travel from a sender to the receiver. The importance of
latency awareness lies in the fact that delay in information
transfer may pauperize the user experience and degrade the
QoS especially for interactive applications.

The reduction of network latency and the improvement
of QoS are correlated. Nowadays, more and more commu-
nication applications need real-time packet delivery, such as
VoIP, streaming, live radio or television, music jukeboxes,
and on-demand video services. In traditional telephony,
long delays occur only with long distance calls or calls with
mobile partners. But in the case of packet delivery, the ef-
fects of excessive delay have often been overlooked, which
results in quality degradation also for geographically close
calls.

Awareness of P2P applications on latency is a necessity
for next generation IP applications ranging from multimedia
content to live communication services.

2.3 Peer Resources Awareness
Peer resources are defined as the set of parameters that

estimate different capabilities of a peer. This might include
available bandwidth, processing power, harddisk space,
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Figure 3. Classification of underlay information and their collection.

available memory, and online times. A P2P system that
is aware on peer resources – can thus benefit from an in-
creased performance – since the overlay can be arranged in
such a way that different roles in the network are taken by
appropriate nodes [11]. The main application area would be
in hybrid P2P systems, where some nodes, known as super-
nodes, take more responsibility in the network. Using peer
resources information allows for a more accurate super-peer
selection process, and therefore a more stable system.

2.4 Geolocation Awareness

Geolocation is the identification of the geographic loca-
tion of a peer. Geolocation can also be used to calculate the
geographical distances between two different nodes. The
geographical distance matches to some extent the transmis-
sion delay when both nodes lie within the same network.
However, it is important to emphasize that geographical
proximity is not necessary correlated with transmission de-
lay, since two peers that are in the same building, could be
using different ISPs and thus result in more delay due to
traversing several routers and access links.

This underlay information can offer both users and ISPs
interesting applications including new business models and
solutions. Thus, it enables highly personalized services that
could be used to physically locate nearby points of interests
(restaurants, addresses, etc). Moreover, life-critical applica-
tions can benefit from such system, e.g. emergency services
[10].

Geolocation awareness can be applied to construct the
P2P network in such a way that peers, which are geo-
graphically close, are also closely located in the routing
overlay network. One parallel advantage is that this kind
of routing may be more scalable since with increasing load,
congestions are less probable due to locality of traffic. Chal-
lenges faced, when using such an overlay, include routing
around dead nodes and operating in low density environ-
ments.

Now we start off by presenting how the different under-
lay information is collected. This would be the first step in
building an underlay aware system.

3 Collection of Underlay Information
We now discuss the collection of underlay information

as a first step in introducing underlay awareness into P2P
systems. A classification of the different methods to collect
underlay information is presented in Figure 3.

3.1 ISP-location
ISP-location is defined as the ISP through which a node

connects to the Internet. For discovering the ISP of a certain
peer, there exists three methods:

IP-to-ISP Mapping Services. The ISP of a certain peer
can be discovered simply by using its IP. Since every ISP
has a set of well-known IP addresses, mapping every peer
to an ISP is straightforward. There exist many IP-to-ISP
mapping services, such as [13] [14] [15].

ISP Component In Network. Some solutions [29] [1]
aiming at having locality of traffic introduce a new compo-
nent into the network. This component is situated at the ISP
side and helps in making a decision on neighborhood selec-
tion of peers. It thus provides information on proximity of
peers in the ISP metric space.

CDN Provided Information. Content Distribution Net-
works (CDNs) are hired to deliver content to end users in
order to improve web performance especially during flash
crowds. This is achieved by providing content from geo-
graphically distinct servers situated at the edge of the In-
ternet near end users. The actual CDN servers which are
used for a certain time frame are those which have the least
load and shortest paths to the requesting peer. This fact is
exploited to infer locality information [5].

3.2 Latency
The latency between any two peers in the system can

be either explicitly measured or predicted. We now dis-



cuss these two methods pointing out different advantages
and drawbacks.

Explicit Measurements. Latency can be measured ex-
plicitly using a simple ping or traceroute technique. This,
however, incurs the network with much overhead. These
measurement can further congest the network when a group
of peers try to measure the latency at once. Typically,
these kinds of measurements are used only sparingly, re-
lying mainly on prediction techniques to find latencies be-
tween any two peers in the system [35].
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Figure 5: An example architecture for the proposed Internet coordinate system (five beacon nodes and three
ordinary hosts).

where lij = L2(U
T
n di, U

T
n dj) and Un = [u1, . . . , un]. The

transformation matrix is obtained from the distance matrix
D between beacon nodes and its singular value decomposi-
tion. The coordinates of beacon nodes are then calculated
as c̄i = ŪT

n di for all i ∈ {1, . . . , m}.

In summary, the procedure taken to calculate the coordi-
nates of beacon nodes is as follows:

(S1) Every beacon node measures the round trip times to
the other beacon nodes periodically.

(S2) An administrative node aggregates the delay informa-
tion and obtains the distance matrix in Eq. (2).

(S3) The administrative node applies PCA in Eq. (7) to
the distance matrix.

(S4) The administrative node determines the dimension of
the coordinate system using the cumulative percentage
of variation defined in Eq. (9) (with a pre-determined
threshold value).

(S5) The administrative node calculates the transformation
matrix in Eq. (12) from Eq. (8) and Eq. (11).

Note that the administrative node may be replicated (per-
haps in a hierarchical manner) to enhance fault tolerance
and availability. This subject is outside the scope of this
paper, but is warrant of further investigation.

Example 4. Assume that the four hosts in Example 1
are beacon nodes. When n = 2, c1 = c2 = [−3.5, 2.5] and
c3 = c4 = [−3.5,−2.5]T . By Eq. (11), the scaling factor α

is 0.6, and the transformation matrix Ū2 is

Ū2 =

»

−0.3 −0.3 −0.3 −0.3
−0.3 −0.3 0.3 0.3

–T

.

Therefore, c̄1 = c̄2 = [−2.1, 1.5] and c̄3 = c̄4 = [−2.1,−1.5].
The distances between two hosts in different ASs is exactly

3. When n=4, α = 0.5927, L2(c̄1, c̄2) = L2(c̄3, c̄4) = 0.8383,
and L2(c̄1, c̄3) = L2(c̄1, c̄4) = L2(c̄2, c̄3) = L2(c̄2, c̄4) = 3.0224.

5.3 Determining The Coordinate of A Host
The procedure that a host takes to determine its coordi-

nate in ICS is as follows: A host

(H1) Obtains the list of beacon nodes and the transforma-
tion matrix (Eq. (12)) from the administrative node.

(H2) Measures the round trip times to all the beacon nodes
using ping or traceroute. (We will discuss how to re-
duce the number of measurements in Section 5.4.)

(H3) Calculates the coordinate by multiplying the mea-
sured distance vector with the transformation matrix.

In (H2), a host A obtains an m-dimensional distance vec-
tor

la = [la1, . . . , lam]T , (13)

where lai denotes the delay measured between host A and
the ith beacon node. Then in (H3) the coordinate, xa, of
host A is calculated with the transformation matrix Ūn in
Eq. (12) as

xa = Ū
T
n · la. (14)

Example 5. A host A measures its round trip times to
the four beacon nodes in Example 4. Assume that host A is
closer to the AS where the first two beacon nodes reside, and
obtains a distance vector of la = [1, 1, 4, 4]T . By Eq. (14),
xa = [−3, 1.8]T . In the case of n = 2, the estimated dis-
tances between host A and beacon nodes are L2(c̄1, xa) =
L2(c̄2, xa) = 0.94 and L2(c̄3, xa) = L2(c̄4, xa) = 3.42. On
the other hand, assume that host B is far from all four beacon
nodes, and obtains a distance vector of lb = [10, 10, 10, 10]T .
In this case, xb = [−12, 0]T , and L2(c̄i, xb) = 10.01 for
i = 1, . . . , 4.

Figure 4. Proposed architecture for the In-
ternet coordinate system (five beacon nodes
and three ordinary hosts) [20].

Prediction Methods. Using prediction methods, it is only
required that each node in the system measures latencies
to just a small set of other nodes (typically its neighbors
or landmarks) [16]. Many methods exist that give a so-
lution to this problem, the most prominent one is Vivaldi
[7]. Landmark based prediction methods estimate the la-
tency between two arbitrary peers without direct measure-
ment using a set of well-known landmarks. In [20], Lim et
al. propose such an architecture that uses GPS-like trian-
gulation techniques, where the so-called beacon nodes per-
form the functionality of a satellite transmitter as shown in
Figure 4.

3.3 Geolocation

There are numerous techniques to harvest geolocation
information. These techniques are divided generally into
two classes:

The first class is based on inferring the geolocation
from a satellite positioning system such as GPS, Galileo,
or GLONASS [12] [18]. Typically, the UTM (Universal
Transverse Mercator) coordinate system is used to repre-
sent this geolocation [12]. This method is usually used for
effectively locating points of interest.

Another class of methods to infer the geolocation of
peers is based on IP-to-Location mapping. For this,
there exist a plethora of commercial [13] [14] and non-
commercial [15] mapping services. This method is less
accurate and thus gives only a rough geographical area in
which a peer is (most probably) located.

Here again, ISPs can also provide geolocation informa-
tion about users connecting through it to the Internet, since
each ISP knows the addresses and exact locations of all of
its customers.

3.4 Peer Resources

The most interesting solution for collecting peer re-
sources is based on an information management overlay
[11]. This overlay is used to generate statistics on the P2P
system, which enables resource-based peer search and thus
different parameters can be retrieved to build a resources-
aware P2P system.

Next, we present how the different underlay information
can be used to enhance the performance of the P2P system.

4 Usage of Underlay Information
ISP-location information is usually used to improve the

neighborhood selection of the peers in such a way so as to
reduce inter-AS traffic. To explain how ISP-location is used
to build the system, we consider as an example the solution
proposed in [1]. This solution introduces an ISP component
into the network called the oracle. The oracle is queried for
locality information about the peers. Mainly, it just consid-
ers ISP-location-based ordering of peers to avoid inter-AS
traffic. As presented in Figure 5, the use of the oracle corre-
lates both the overlay and the underlay, constraining peers
into their own networks. The process of choosing neighbors
from the same ISP is known as biased neighbor selection.
Figure 6 shows the impact of biased neighbor selection on
the topology of the P2P system. Clustering of the network
based on ISP boundaries is noticed. Here there is a mini-

Figure 6. (a) Uniform random neighbor selec-
tion and (b) biased neighbor selection.



(a) Unbiased Gnutella (b) Gnutella with Oracle

Figure 2: Visualization of Gnutella overlay topology

Gnutella Unbiased Biased, Biased,
Message Type Gnutella cache 100 cache 1000

Ping 7.6M 6.1M 4.0M
Pong 75.5M 59.0M 39.1M
Query 6.3M 4.0M 2.3M

QueryHit 3.5M 2.9M 1.9M

Table 1: Number of exchanged Gnutella message types

networks very efficiently, by traversing lesser overlay hops, which
is reflected in Table 1. Thus information is propagated with lesser
message hops, lower delays and reduced network overhead.

Localization of content exchange:
The negotiation traffic traverses within the set of connected Gnutella
nodes, but the actual file content exchange happens outside the
Gnutella network, using the standard HTTP protocol. When a Gnu-
tella node gets multipleQueryHits for its search query, it chooses
a node randomly and initiates an HTTP session with it to down-
load the desired file content. Since the file content is often bulky,
it is prudent to localize this traffic as well, as it relates directly to
user experience. In the above experiments, we use the oracleto
bias only the neighborhood selection. In other words, when anode
comes online, it consults the oracle and sends connection requests
to an oracle-recommended node selected from its Hostcache.How-
ever, while choosing a node from theQueryHits, it so far did not
consult the oracle. We now analyse how much of the file content
exchange remains local in this case and how much one can gain if
one consults the oracle again at this stage.

We observe that the intra-AS file exchange, which is 6.5% in the
unbiased case, improves slightly to 7.3% in case of oracle with list
size 100, and to 10.02% in case of oracle with list size 1000.

We then further modify the neighborhood selection, so that a
node consults the oracle again at the file-exchange stage, with the
list of nodes from whom it gets theQueryHits. After this change,
we notice that 40.57% of the file transfers now occur within an AS.
In other words, 34% of file content, which is otherwise available at
a node within the querying node’s AS, was previously downloaded
from a node outside the querying node’s AS.

This leads us to conclude that consulting the oracle for neighbor-
hood selection, during bootstrapping stage as well as file-exchange
stage, leads to significant increase in localization of P2P traffic.

5. TESTLAB EXPERIMENTS
After extensive simulations on general overlay graphs and Gnu-

tella system, we now confirm these results by modifying P2P clients,
namely Gnutella, to take advantage of the oracle service in acon-
troled setting, a Testlab.

Using 5 routers, 6 switches, and 15 computers, we configure
four different 5-AS topologies: ring, star, tree and randommesh.
Each router is connected to 3 machines, and each machine runs3
instances of Gnutella software, where one is an ultrapeer and the
other two are leaf nodes. Thus, we have a network of 45 Gnutella
nodes, each running the GTK-Gnutella software [45]. A router is
taken as an abstraction of an AS boundary.

We modify the source code of the Gnutella nodes, so that when
a node wishes to join the network, it sends the contents of itsHost-
cache to the oracle. The Hostcache of each node is filled with a
random subset of the network nodes’ IP addresses. The oracleis a
central machine accessible to all Gnutella nodes, and running the
oracle’s neighbor selection algorithm. When it gets a list of IP ad-
dresses from a node, it ranks the list according to AS hops distance.
Hence, the Gnutella node joins another node within its AS if such
a node is present in its Hostcache, else it joins a node from the
nearest AS.

We experiment with two schemes of file distribution. In the uni-
form scheme, each node shares 6 files each. In the variable scheme,
each ultrapeer shares 12 files, half the leaf nodes shares 6 files each,
and the remaining leaf nodes share no content. We thus have 270
unique files with real content.

We run two sets of experiments: unbiased Gnutella and Gnutella
using oracle. We generate 45 unique search strings, one for each
node, and allow each node to flood its search query in the net-
work. Each node searches for the same query string in both the
experiments. We then calculate the total number ofQuery and
QueryHit messages exchanged in the network and analyze whe-
ther biased neighbor selection leads to any unsuccessful content
search which was otherwise successful in unbiased Gnutella. We
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Figure 5. Comparison of original Gnutella overlay topology with the one after applying the Oracle [1]

mal number of inter-AS connections necessary to keep the
network connected.

Introducing locality to P2P traffic is not restricted to con-
tent distribution. In [17], Kaune et al. extend the routing
algorithm of Kademlia to reduce inter-AS traffic due to the
distributed hash table-lookup algorithm.

Latency information is used to build a latency aware
overlay. In [33], Yinzhe et al. apply this concept on a struc-
tured overlay. Both content identifiers and latency informa-
tion are processed together using a special hashing function
called Geographically Scoped Hashing to produce the final
peer and content identifiers.

Geolocation information is used to build an overlay
where neighboring peers are geographically close. In [2],
Araujo et al. focus on location-constrained queries and
information dissemination based on geographical informa-
tion. In [19], Kovacevic et al. present a hierarchical tree-
based P2P system that enables geolocation-based overlay
operations.

Peer Resources information is used to construct P2P sys-
tems with shorter search and download times, higher re-
sponsivity and stability. This is achieved by arranging the
overlay in such a way that different roles in the network are
taken by appropriate nodes [11].

The most prominent underlay aware solutions, classified
by underlay information, are listed in Table 1.

5 Benefits and Impacts on the Internet

We now present an analytical study of the influence that
underlay aware P2P systems would have once fully imple-
mented. Classified by scopes, impacts are presented trying
to add a business point of view to the merely technical one.
In addition, legal issues and challenges are presented.

ISP-location BNS [3], TSO [31] , Ono [5],
LTM [21], CAT [32], Brocade [36],
Plethora [9], Mithos [28], MBC
[35]

Latency gMeasure [23], [34], Genius [23],
eCAN [30], Leopard [33], Hop-
based Proximity [8], Proximity in
DHTs [4], Landmark-based prox-
imity [26]

Geolocation Globase.KOM [18], GeoPeer [2]
Peer Resources SkyEye.KOM [11], Bandwidth

Aware [6]

Table 1. Various underlay aware systems.

5.1 Impact on Users

The most important impact on P2P users is better QoS.
This includes low delays, successful searches, short down-
load times, etc (depending on which underlay information
is used).

However, in solutions based on ISP-provided informa-
tion, this will only happen as long as this does not contra-
dict with the ISP’s own interests. Moreover, an important
issue here is that users must be able to trust ISPs with pri-
vate information, since in some solutions information about
location (ISP-location and geolocation), resources, and ac-
tivity are used by the ISP to enhance the performance of
the overlay. It is worth noting that most users will not use
a service that involves the ISP knowing about certain P2P
activity.



Impact on Parameter ISP-location Latency Geolocation Peer Resources

Users Download time ++ o o ++
Delay o ++ + o

ISPs ISP OAM ++ o o o
ISP Costs ++ o o +

Both New Application Areas o + ++ o
Resilience ++ ++ o +

Table 2. Impact of underlay awareness on Internet users and ISPs. Table legend; ++: big effect, +:
small effect, o: neutral.

5.2 Impact on ISPs

ISPs are mainly interested in having underlay aware
overlays in order to reduce inter-AS costs. Thus they sup-
port mostly ISP-location based underlay awareness. Since
locality of traffic would bind P2P flow to the local network,
ISPs can save costs and edge resources, avoid bottlenecks,
and enhance internal network management.

Moreover, a wider business market as a result of under-
lay awareness is expected. The different types of underlay
awareness information allow for individualized and focused
solutions depending on applications or even users with spe-
cific requirements. For example, using geolocation infor-
mation from the ISP, new location-based services can be
realized.

Different underlay information can be used for different
applications to optimize application specific QoS require-
ments. One interesting possibility is that ISP can sell spe-
cific resources for applications in order to enhance their per-
formance, and thus, ISPs can gain money, while providing
a better QoS for applications.

5.3 Impact on P2P System Providers

The main impact which is foreseen for the people behind
P2P system development is some joint ventures with ISPs
which might result in better cooperation and less fighting.
However, this is still a very challenging task mainly because
of legal issues.

5.4 Impact on the Quality of P2P Systems

As discussed throughout this paper, benefits from un-
derlay awareness are numerous and promising. However
more research should go into the direction of impacts on dif-
ferent performance aspects of P2P systems. This includes
search completeness, overlay connectivity, and robustness
especially against churn. This and a general study about
the introduced overhead due to underlay awareness remain
open issues.

A summary of the impacts of underlay awareness on the
Internet in general and on different QoS parameters in par-
ticular is presented in Table 2.

6 Open Issues and Challenges
Any solution aimed at being underlay aware has to be

able to handle some challenges in order to properly intro-
duce underlay awareness into the Internet.

Asymmetric Node Selection and Long Hop

Asymmetric node selection is one of the most common prob-
lems found in latency-aware systems. This problem occurs
when an incoming peer searches for the closest peers from
the overlay. It can happen that the path from node A to node
B is the shortest for node A, but at the same time the path
from node B to node A is not the shortest for B. There-
fore, the asymmetry of peer selection results in less precise
underlay measurements.

The long hop problem on the other hand occurs in hop-
based latency aware systems which do not take message de-
lays into consideration. Thus, one single hop may repre-
sent a big distance in terms of delay and hence, the medium
through which the physical signal travels introduces a time
penalty, even with active locality awareness.

ISP Internal Information

Some proposed solutions are based on the cooperation of
ISPs furnishing internal information such as routing poli-
cies, costs or traffic flow management. In many cases the
recipient would be an external node, not controlled by the
ISP, which could be malicious. This is an important issue
to consider, since an ISP will not provide such information
unless there exist clear incentives or benefits to do so.

Mobile Support

Mobile users are envisioned to increase rapidly in the next
years. For this, underlay mechanisms that support low foot-
print mobile devices should be incorporated. In turn, some
underlay provided information such as ISP-location and la-
tency no longer apply because of continuous variation, or
at least this might introduce additional overhead to any
mobility-aware P2P system in case of low-scale mobility.



Legal Issues

This is the most controversial aspect of P2P applications
since the most popular use of this technology is file sharing.
This situation may be hindering the incorporation of the P2P
technology to major IT companies.

In [3] Bindal et al. suggest the use of an ISP component
which would manage P2P traffic by scanning the packets
and taking the role of the tracker. This could situate the
provider in a delicate situation due to privacy issues.

7 Conclusion
In this paper we analyzed the state-of-the-art in underlay

awareness for P2P systems. We provided a taxonomic clas-
sification of the literature on underlay awareness in P2P sys-
tems according to two main categories, collection and us-
age of underlay information, and the impacts and benefits it
triggers. The studied underlay provided information were:
ISP-location, latency, geolocation, and peer resources.

ISP-location information helps in realizing solutions that
keep P2P traffic inside the ISPs’ networks in order to de-
crease inter-AS costs. An important challenge here is not
to degrade the performance of the overlay because of ISP-
based clustering of the network. Latency-aware systems
aim at reducing the communication delays between peers
by choosing shortest paths. This is of particular importance
for services based on multimedia distribution or live com-
munication. Geolocation information can be used for next
generation point of interest localization services, in which
the P2P-system always has up-to-date information about the
location of its peers. Peer resources information is used to
construct P2P systems with better efficiency since different
roles in the network are taken by appropriate nodes.

Underlay awareness has many impacts on the Internet.
We pointed out the possible improvement of QoS for users,
as well as better data routing management and reduction of
costs from inter-AS traffic for ISPs. Overlay providers may
find new business models with the possibility of joint ven-
tures with ISPs and offer for user added values. Underlay
awareness is thus an important property that must be con-
sidered in next generation P2P systems.

Some solutions were based on collecting and using un-
derlay information at the ISP. Here, we have an extra ISP-
owned component that affects and manages the overlay in
many ways. ISP-provided information can thus alter the
network based not only on ISP-location, but also on other
policies and mechanisms of the ISP. An open issue here re-
mains in trust and in sharing internal information.

Another open research issue is the development of a gen-
eral architecture for underlay awareness in which different
underlay information can be collected and used. Thus an
underlay awareness framework is the definitive next step in
implementing underlay awareness in the Internet.

New technologies in multimedia distribution [18] such
as on-demand content distribution, Internet TV and VoIP
services require the switch to P2P to have lower costs. But
without underlay awareness, this might never be an easy
switch. Nonetheless, through the synergy of efforts of ISPs,
content providers, and P2P system developers, a more reli-
able Internet and cheaper services might not be so far off.
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